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WHAT IS A MODEL?

A mathematical model is a description of  
a system using mathematical concepts  
and language.

In our case we use a simple 
model to try to describe traffic 
flow.



STOCHASTIC PROCESS

A stochastic process is a collection of random variables that 
take values in a set S, the state space. The state space can 
be  
finite, countably infinite, or uncountable,  
depending on the application. In order to be  
able to analyze a stochastic process,  
we need to make assumptions on the  
dependence between the random variables.



TASEP

The Totally Asymmetric Simple Exclusion Process is a 
stochastic model studied in non-equilibrium statistical physics. 
Important practical  
applications of TASEP spans  
between modelling intracellular  
transport, traffic flows both in  
networks and vehicular,  
productive processes ecc.



                        PARALLEL TASEP 

At each timestep every car moves forward if the following site 
is empty. Being a pure  
deterministic process it’s  
very easy to show that there  
are only two stationary  
configurations: 
either all cars on even sites or  
on the odd ones.



WHAT HAPPENS IF P IS <1?

In this case the model behaves more realistically but also 
more difficult to study since there is no particular symmetry.



SERIAL ALEATORY TASEP 

New dynamics: 
only one car, chosen 
randomly, moves forward if 
the following site is empty.

In this model all
possible configurations 
are eventually reached

The number of possible configurations is the 
same as before:                



SERIAL ALEATORY TASEP

The transition matrix, which 
represents the probability to 
pass from a configuration s to t, 
has a particular property: it’s  
doubly Markov.                                                             
This implies that each 
configuration has the same 
probability to appear: the 
stationary measure is uniform.

Hence, the average current is 
the product of the probability 
for a site to be occupied and 
for the next one to be empty: 
1/4

P(car in site)=  ½ P(site empty): ½ 



CURRENTS COMPARISON

Parallel deterministic 
TASEP:

J=½ 
This model, 
presenting just two 
stages, has the 
maximum possible 
average current

Parallel aleatory 
TASEP:

¼ < J < ½ 
The value of the 
current in this model 
floats between
max and min currents 
depending on the 
dynamics 

Serial aleatory 
TASEP:

J=¼ 
In this model the 
average current 
always tends to the 
minimum



BLOCKAGE

The blockage is a local decrement of speed 
caused by some sort of bottleneck.

For example a semaphore placed 
between sites 0 and 1 
having probability to being 
red(ε).



BLOCKAGE

As we see, if we introduce 
a local blockage in the P=1 
TASEP, once stationary 
conditions are reached we 
cansee a PARTICLE-HOLE 
symmetry.
Symmetries are very 
powerful 
tool in physical sciences



BLOCKAGE

More difficult is to define what happens in a serial tasep 
when we introduce blockage.

So we used computer simulation of  
our model led by RUBY script, to  
analyse data. What we got is the  
result already analysed by Joel  
Lebowitz in his conjecture



BLOCKAGE


